Implementing Open Access Policies for Research Funding Organisations

Roundtable discussion

1. “Implementing Open Access Policies in Denmark” Grete Kladakis, Head of Division, Ministry of Science, Innovation and Higher Education, Denmark

2. “UK Funders Implementing Open Access Policies” Neil Jacobs, Programme Director, Digital Infrastructure, JISC

3. “Implementing a National Open Access Agenda in Ireland” Patricia Clarke, Senior Policy Analyst, Health Research Board, Ireland

4. "Open Access Policy Implementation at the Fund for Scientific Research (FNRS): Political, Financial Impact and an Overview for the Evaluation of Researchers" Jean-Claude Kita, Senior Officer, Fund for Scientific Research (FNRS), Belgium
OA policies among Science Europe members

Source: UK House of Lords 2013 Report: 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201213/ldselect/ldsctech/122/12206.htm#a18
Hype Cycle – where is OA in your country?

1. How much consultation took place in developing the policy? How was that managed? Was it helpful?

2. What made you decide on the balance between Green/Gold, mandatory/recommended, etc aspects of the policy?

3. What have been the reactions of different stakeholders? (universities, researchers, publishers, libraries...)

4. Do you monitor compliance? How?

5. Has implementation been successful? Why / not? What issues do you anticipate in the future implementing the policy?

6. Do you think it is the responsibility of a funder with an OA policy to support the infrastructure necessary to implement it?